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The Thargoids were first seen about 3.5 billion years ago. They are a hybrid alien species that lives mainly in the space between galaxies. They are at the beginning of the galaxy ages, at the edge of time. The Thargoids originate from the Zeta Reticuli system, a dwarf galaxy.
They are the oldest alien species and the inspiration for sci-fi legends such as H.G. Wells’ War of the Worlds. “Bounty Hunter: Space Detective- Population Pack 6” is a space trading simulation in which you operate an airship or a space colony. It features new threat called
Thargoids, new extraterrestrial races, and new biomes, such as Red Planet, Iron Planet, Coal Planet, etc. The planet of Deadsea was overrun by a battle fleet of Thargoids from another galaxy - a hostile species never before encountered by human or machine. Human and
machine fleets with FTL drives are called to destroy the Thargoid threat, to save humanity from extinction. These fleets must battle it out, as they never have before. You are part of the rescue and cleanup crews. Most of your time is spent performing space salvage duties,
while you are on board your space colony. You also frequently meet other space fleets, in friendly or hostile situations. You must explore dangerous hostile planets. You must explore hostile alien biomes and battle hostile alien lifeforms. Your last task is to destroy the
Thargoids that previously attacked Deadsea. Will you survive the epic battle against the big bosses? Read the full description and preview video of “Bounty Hunter: Space Detective - Population Pack 6” at our website: Campaigns Campaign is a genre of gameplay which
introduces stories in a single game. It is a way for players to fulfill a goal, or to experience the game in a certain way. For example, a kid wants to succeed in a horse race. This kid can choose to “battle” a horse in the quest for the victory, or he can “explore” the horse’s
behavior and learn about horses in the process, in order to become more confident in the race. In “Bounty Hunter: Space Detective - Population Pack 6”

Features Key:
20 action-packed Adventure missions

Four heroes in town, each with unique stats and abilities

Easy to play – easy to master

Princess Daphne & Meric (0%*** 114 Treasure Maps x 2014's No.10)

Take control of Meric, Daphne, or any combination you want

4 cute and fun Adventure game worlds

Access to other Portal games including Portal 2, Portal 2 Game Key, Portal 2 Limited Edition, Portal Gun Game Key, Portal Mystery Game Key, Portal The Pinball Game Game Key, Quarantine Game Key, or return to the Portal series and select Portal 2 Game Key

x 2014's No.10 
Buy Now (0% ***99 Treasure Maps x 2014's No.10)

Join the Portal 2 Beta (0% ***99 Treasure Maps x 2014's No.10)

Castle Story™ - Avalon

Play as a single Chosen or with friends

Play through 500 story missions or more via Freedom Quests

Hundreds of items to discover, raise, and use in battle
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